DEEP EDDY RECORDS
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The KBK
Acute Exposure: The First Ten Years
Former Kill, Baby...KILL! We've reissuing all of
their studio work including the fantastic and long
out-of-print Corridor X CD, their earlier
recordings, and a ton of demo and live tracks on
a new album called Acute Exposure: The First
Ten Years. It's a 27-track 10-year retrospective.
Surf Zombies
Return of the Skeleton
What stands before you is the 5th studio album
from Iowa’s freak genetic mutation, Surf
Zombies. Recorded on authentic analog tape and
mixed in stereophonic glory, these 15 rocking hits
are bursting with delicious sonic treats that will
tickle your ears for years. This collection is
bursting with hooks, surprises and twisted turns.

Various Artists
Deep Eddy Three-Way Vol. 2
our latest international compilation featuring
three songs by three bands from three
countries. We've got The Nematoads from the
USA, Urban Surf Kings from Canada, and
Beware of Blast from Germany.
The Spoils
Farewell to Dignity
Digital-only album by Austin's heavy surf
combo The Spoils, entitled Farewell to Dignity!
Features 12 noisy surf-inspired instrumentals
that draw inspiration from global rhythms and
the ongoing consolidation of wealth and
power by those who can least be trusted with
it. Available at CD Baby and all digital outlets.

The Hungry Onions
She’s a Mod
Named after a once popular Southern California
beatnik haunt from the mid-sixties, the Hungry
Onions, on their debut CD, She's a Mod, create a
blend of garage pop, melodic psych, and surf
rock. Jam packed with jangly hooks and reverb
soaked harmonies, the album has a vibe that is
both retro and contemporary.
v/a
Surf Austin 2017 Edition
The new compilation CD featuring the best of the
current Austin surf scene produced in
cooperation with Surf Austin. Features music by
The Nematoads, The Del-Vipers, The Spoils,
Hungry Onions, Bat City Surfers, The Baffles,
and eight more.
Dirty Fuse
Last Wave
Stunning collection of 15 surf instrumentals that
express a respect for the past and strong desire
for the modern. Last Wave takes you from '60s
California to modern day Greece.

King Pelican
Matador Surfer
Debut CD by San Antonio’s own King Pelican.
Matador Surfer features 10 shimmering
instrumentals with a modern traditional sound.

The Derangers
The Legend of Daphne Blue and the
Westernmental Sound
The debut CD by longtime Boston instrumental
combo The Derangers. Features 13 spaghetti
westerns that showcase the best songs written
and recorded over a 20-year period. Includes
spooky instrumental themes, encompassing
spaghetti western, surf, spy, and more. Call it
desert surf or Texas surf.

Kill, Baby…Kill!
Human Sounds Vol. 1 – Stop Off in
Ridgeview
Digital-only EP follows up their critically
acclaimed CD Corridor X. This release marks
both an honest extension of the sounds from the
previous album, as well as a new experiment in
vocal music. For fans of Man or Astro-man?,
Ghastly Ones, Fugazi, Sonic Youth, etc.
Available through CD Baby and all digital
outlets.

The Spoils
Have A Drink With
Debut CD by Austin heavy surf combo The
Spoils. Features 8 edgy and powerful
instrumentals.

The Dead Rocks
Surf Explosion
American debut from Brazil’s legendary surf
combo. Features 11 all new energetic trad surf
tunes.

For more information:
Visit us at www.deepeddy.net and find out how to get your hands on some of the best surf and r&r in the world! We have a full mail order with
secure credit card ordering that includes surf and garage rock from all around the world. We’re always getting new imports.
Deep Eddy Records CDs and tunes are also available on CDBaby.com, InterPunk.com, and most digital distributors (iTunes, Amazon, etc.).
Has your band released a surf/instrumental CD? Get in touch! We might be interested in adding it to our catalog. Email us at deeprecs@yahoo.com
Please note: The prices listed on our site are mail order prices. Wholesale prices are available; please contact us for details.
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